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Adaptive Change
Adaptive vs. Technical Change:
● Technical Change = change that can be solved by the 

knowledge of experts

● Adaptive Change = change that must come from the 
collective intelligence of the group. It requires new 
learning. Together we will learn our way toward a solution 
(Heifetz, Grashow & Linsky, 2009).



Introductions (15 minutes): “If you knew me well, you would
 know that I…”

1. Please introduce yourself (to the entire group) and state 
what connects you to the Cohasset School Community I.E. 
(your role in the district, your connection to the district)

2.  With a person at your table finish the Following Sentence: “If 
you know me well, you would know that I…” You must elaborate 
fully on the thought. If we have time we will answer an additional 
prompt: “If I had a wish for Cohasset, it would be...

One minute of “If you knew me well” statements and then switch 
to the other partner 



Norms & Committee Focus (10 Minutes)
Norms for Collaboration and Discussion:
1. Be present.
2. Vary whether you step up or step back.
3. Listen as a learner.
4. Keep participating, even in moments of discomfort.
5. Use technology as a tool, not a distraction.

What other norms for collaboration and discussion might we 
employ?



Mission of the Cohasset Safe Schools 
Committee:

The Mission of the Cohasset Safe Schools 
Committee is to ensure that best practices are 
being implemented related to school safety 
structures (practices, protocols, and 
communication) and to advise on policy to support 
the physical and social-emotional safety of all 
members of the Cohasset School Community.



     Why are we Here?
● To support our students, staff, and families

● To promote home to school partnerships

● To create a collaborative “Cohasset School Community Voice” regarding safety

● To examine our processes, practices, and policies regarding safety

● To ensure we establish transparent, open, and honest communication throughout 
the Cohasset School Community

● To ensure we are providing support for all students, including those who are in the 
margins and who have experienced trauma

● To help provide resources to promote the social-emotional learning and 
wellness of our students



Role of the Cohasset Safe Schools Committee
● Establish:  One Large Steering Committee and Sub-Committees to address each of our established 

Focus Area in order to create a Safe and Supportive Learning Environment for All
● Assess:  Surveying Staff, Families, Students
● Create: Action Plan for District Initiative

1.)  Safety Protocols: Review, revise (and when needed) create protocols and flow-charts regarding 
safety: Ex:  reports of neglect/abuse/harassment, building safety and security, emergency response)

2.) Programmatic Focus: Review, revise (and when needed) create programs  that provide for the physical 
and social-emotional safety of students

3.)  Communication and Collaboration: Review, revise (and when needed) create our communication and 
collaboration structures regarding safety: internal, external)

● Communicate:  At the district and public level
● Problem Solve:  Concerns as they arise
● Guide:  Determine next steps and recommendations for changes to policy, procedures, protocols



Some things to Keep in Mind: SEL Accomplishments: 
2017 - 2018

Introduced and 
Explored the 
CASEL 5 SEL 
Competencies 

through Interactive 
Workshops

Introduced
Responsive 
Classroom at 
Osgood

Determined the 
SEL Success 
and Gaps in 

Each Building

Began an 
integration of the 
SEL competencies 
into lesson 
planning

Created a Comprehensive SEL 
District Steering Team that led SEL 

PD at the District and Building 
Level



SEL Goals for 2018 - 2019

● Develop an authentic district-wide definition of SEL.

● Prioritize (ways to keep SEL as a focus and in the 
spotlight), operationalize (Responsive Classroom / 
CASEL…deeper dive into resources and knowledge 
of SEL) and integrate (work with community and 
families) SEL authentically within the buildings and 
classrooms. This approach should include 
educating staff regarding ways they can help 
themselves and each other.



SEL Goals for 2018 - 2019 (continued)

● Develop a tiered look at SEL for students (a 
consideration of supports for students who are 
struggling with the competencies included)

● Building the Cultural Proficiency of our staff and of 
our students (social awareness, relationship skills)

● We also discussed coming together as a team to 
provide an evening for parents regarding SEL in the 
district



Planned SEL Professional Development 
Activities for 2018 - 2019 

 

● Introduce Responsive Classroom at Deer Hill
● Continue the development of Responsive Classroom at Osgood
● Attend to the social-emotional wellness needs of staff through training with 

health and wellness expert Jacqui Bryan
● Incorporate and showcase social-emotional learning in lesson planning at 

each school
● Create projects at each school that enhance the cultural proficiency and 

social awareness of all students. 



Carousel Brainstorm in Table Groups (40 minutes)
Carousel Brainstorming of the following (5 minutes at each station):
● What values should we hold paramount to guide us as we work together?

● What areas (specifically) would you like to see the committee address?

● How can we best get the word out (communicate) regarding our work?

● What subcommittees can help us address our needs?

● What are some of our positive practices currently in place that help create 
safety (physical and emotional)?

● What does a “safe” environment look like in a school (vision)?



Table Debrief: Take a walk around to look at the 
completed sheets. Then return to your seat and 
silently write down (on a sticky note) your major 
impressions from today’s work and what you feel 
should be our next steps. (5 minutes)

Each team member shares his or her impressions 
and next steps with the table group. (5 minutes...one 
minute per. person)



Whole Group Carousel Debrief (10 minutes)
One Person from each group shares a summary of the overall impressions of 
today’s work and on our possible next steps.

● What values should we hold paramount to guide us as we work together?
● What areas (specifically) would you like to see the committee address?
● How can we best get the word out regarding our work?
● What subcommittees can help us address our needs?
● What are some of our positive practices currently in place that help create 

safety (physical and emotional)?
● What does a “safe” environment look like in a school (vision)?



Next Meeting

● December 6 from 5:00PM to 6:00PM in the CMHS 
Learning Commons

(earlier time due to the CHS Musical)
● Information will be sent out prior to the meeting that 

will help us focus on our goals as a team.
● Please Place Your Impressions Sticky Note on the

Sheet Near the Door





Cohasset Safe Schools Committee: Second Meeting 



Norms 
Norms for Collaboration and Discussion:
1. Be present.
2. Vary whether you step up or step back.
3. Listen as a learner.
4. Keep participating, even in moments of discomfort.
5. Use technology as a tool, not a distraction.
6. Keep the students central to our work.
7. Approach our work together as a share responsibility.
8. Assume positivity.
9. Be sensitive to all perspectives.



Derek Redmond and Kindness

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oDYMLu8A_Y


Introduction Activity (5 minutes)

1. State your name and connection to the group...quickly 
going around the table (one minute)

2. Think of a time when you saw someone do something 
kind for another person and why it was important to 
that person (it can be something someone did for you)

3. Choose a partner and describe the kind act and its 
impact (one minute each person)



Our Work for Today
Objective: Form Committees and set goals and an objective 
for each committee.
● Set Goals for your Committee: Read the mission of your 

committee, and create a few goals that will guide your 
work as a committee (20 minutes)

● Set One (1) Objective for Your Committee (20 minutes)

● Pick a subcommittee Chair. This responsibility may 
require some additional time meeting with other 
subcommittee chairs...not too time intensive, however 
(5 minutes)



Goals (20 minutes...please record on sheet)

● An overarching idea that guides direction and 
decision making

● Reflects the mission of the team
● Ambitious yet attainable

Examples: 
● Integrate the social-emotional learning competencies 

into each school’s community
● Ensure our facilities provide safety for our students 

and teachers
● Celebrate the diversity within our schools



Objectives (20 minutes...Please Record on 
Sheet)

● A concrete, measurable outcome that represents a 
milestone on the way to achieving a goal

● Best to begin with an active verb...

Characteristics of an objective: SMART
● Specific 
● Measurable
● Attainable
● Relevant to the applicable goal
● Timely (has a time-frame established to complete the 

goal)



Objectives (Continued)
Examples: 
● Increase parent / guardian knowledge of SEL in our schools by April, 2019 

through the establishment of an SEL communication platform for parents, 
as measured by a before and after survey.

● Educate the school community regarding our collaborative approach 
during a crisis by May, 2019 by collaborating with police, fire and other first 
responders in a safety night presentation, as measured by an exit survey.

● Increase student appreciation of diversity by May, 2019 by highlighting the 
inclusive nature of our community through a collaboration with the 
Cohasset Diversity Committee, CMHS Diversity Club and CMHS Student 
Council as measured by an active collaboration between the three groups.



Next Meeting: January 10 from 5:30PM to 6:30PM

● I will be sending a survey out so that folks can share 
their input regarding the goals and objectives we have 
set today. This input will be shared before the next 
meeting in an effort to guide our work going forward.

● At the January 10 meeting, we will start with each 
group looking at the input from the survey and making 
the needed adjustments to goals and objective. We 
will then look at action steps and input needed (from 
stakeholders)



Thinking and Wondering

1. What are you Thinking…(How are things going with 
our current work...where are your thoughts right now 
concerning where we stand as a team)?

2. What are you Wondering… (What should we be 
considering...what are you wondering about that we 
need to focus on in our work to come)?

Please put your sticky notes on the appropriate sheet of 
paper, as you exit.




